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Welcome
“The Outdoor Living 2016 collection from Homebase is here and as 

the days grow longer and the weather begins to turn warmer we have 

introduced our most exciting range to date, showcasing three stylish and 

on-trend collections for the season; Modern Simplicity, Global Paradise 

and Country Retreat. 

Whether its Modern Simplicity’s relaxed feel, Global Paradise’s exotic 

colour palette or Country Retreat’s feminine touch, we have introduced 

a great selection of new furniture and accessories to relax in, dine in 

and enjoy this Spring/Summer.”
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Ryan Short, 
Seasonal Buyer, Homebase
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With Modern Simplicity outside is the new inside 
as this contemporary collection seamlessly creates 
another room. Key products include the Palermo 
corner sofa and the Ravello dining sofa set as well as 
textured ceramics, tea lights and candles set inside 
beautiful lanterns allowing a warm ambience long 
after the sun sets. 

Modern

Simplicity
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Chevron director’s chair £34.99
Palermo 6 seater dining set £599.99
Frosted candle £2.99
Metal lantern, medium £9.99
Modern Simplicity scatter cushion £9.99
Palermo corner sofa dining set £599.99 



Round 4 seater dining set £179.99
Modern Simplicity seat cushions £12.99

Scatter cushion £9.99
Modern Simplicity deck chair £34.99
Modern Simplicity 2m parasol £29.99 

Frosted candle £2.99
Metal lantern, medium £9.99
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Top Tip...
“Adding pops of colour such as yellow and teal as we have 

done with the cushions and seat covers, enhances the soft 

and muted neutral colour palette of Modern Simplicity.” 



Ravello dining sofa set £899.99
Beryl planter, 29cm £19.99, 37cm £29.99

 Bistro set £69.99
Andorra Bronze - 11 piece set £299.99

Kintbury scalloped metal planter, £19.99
Slate effect planter 25cm £9.99, 30cm £19.99
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Moroccan-inspired furniture in dark wood and 
accessories influenced from North Africa are 
central to this eclectic collection. Global Paradise 
mixes bold colours and printed cushions together 
with statement pieces of furniture including the 
Pacific Cordoba sofa set for the ultimate exotic 
garden experience.  

Global

Paradise
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Mali 6 seater stacking dining set £499.99
Gazebo £199.99

Scatter cushions £9.99
Paradise blue lantern £9.99

Coral bistro set £69.99



Top Tip...
“Mix and matching accessories creates 

the ideal Global Paradise look.”

Mali reclining chair £299.99
Coral deckchair £34.99
Mali corner sofa, £599.99
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Beautifully traditional furniture, textiles in deep reds 
and soft greens together with refined florals make 
up Country Retreat’s delicate collection. Paired with 
handcrafted accessories and hints of checks and 
plaids, this collection brings a truly cosy atmosphere 
to the garden. 

Country

Retreat
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Ornate bench £79.99
Country floral bunting £7.99

Reversible Country Retreat scatter cushion £9.99
Rustic heart planter 30 cm £14.99

Samara sofa set £799.99 
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Top Tip...
“The Samara 6 seater dining set perfectly accentuates 

a modern look with traditional styling which is exactly 

what we were trying to achieve with Country Retreat.”

Samara 6 seater dining set £799.99
Malmo teak 4 seater set £599.99
Millicent motif pot - Dusty pink 22cm £9.99, 29 cm £24.99
Millicent motif pot - Cream 29cm £24.99
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Scandi style lantern £4.99
Country floral bunting £7.99
Country floral 2.7m wooden parasol £59.99
Reversible Country Retreat scatter cushion £9.99
Peru 6 seater oval dining set £299.99



Alfresco dining to enjoy in style this 
summer with an extensive range of 
BBQ’s for every occasion.

BBQ’s, 
Chimeneas 
& Firepits

Perfect pizza’s ideal for 
impressing family and friends 
with the Louisiana charcoal 
and barbecue pizza oven.

Louisiana charcoal barbecue and pizza oven £149.99
Landmann Tennessee Broiler charcoal barbecue £149.99

Outback Combi Grill gas / charcoal barbecue £549.99
Outback Saturn 6 burner gas barbecue £499.99
Landmann Kentucky Smoker charcoal barbecue £199.99
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La Hacienda Monterrey steel chimenea £99.99
La Hacienda El Carino clay chimenea 
with barbecue grill £79.99
La Hacienda Torre steel chimenea £69.99
La Hacienda Colca clay chimenea £39.99
La Hacienda Lucca fireplace £49.99
La Hacienda Clifton steel chimenea £59.99
La Hacienda Icarus firepit £49.99
La Hacienda Columbus fire basket £19.99

Portable bucket charcoal barbecue £9.99
Portable kettle charcoal barbecue £14.99
Landmann Piccolino portable charcoal barbecue £34.99
47cm starter kit BBQ £24.99

Linger a little longer by adding 
warmth and style to long summer 
evenings with our extensive range 
of chimeneas and firepits.
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